respectively. The three men were praised for being 'missionaries' as they travelled within the continent with the express purpose of disseminating Christianity in its Anglican form. Short sketches of their lives allow an exploration of their motivations and commitments as purveyors of novel beliefs and practices. Three brief life histories also provide a comparative element to the study whilst limiting its geographical and denominational range. I suggest that Africans who worked to extend Christianity territorially did so because of an interest in its cosmopolitan nature and universal claims demonstrated in opportunities for travel and new relationships, which served to shift cultural norms in ways they considered compelling.
Individual or corporate mobility and Christian conviction had already been connected in SubSaharan Africa. Communities of African migrants were instrumental in the dissemination of Christianity south of the Sahara in the early and mid-nineteenth century. The freed slaves from Nova Scotia who developed a Christian settlement in Freetown, Sierra Leone, were joined by re-captives and developed a Krio community which perpetuated a missionary form of Christianity through trade, education and evangelism throughout West Africa. Many of the missionaries who worked among the peoples in the hinterland of Sierra Leone and presentday Nigeria were migrants to the region as re-captive slaves, or children of such, who had been settled in Freetown, and converted to Christianity there. 6 Bishop Samuel Ajayi
Crowther is, perhaps, the best known of these. In East Africa re-captives and escaped slaves also played a significant role in the missions of CMS and UMCA. Freed slaves educated in Bombay volunteered to participate in the missionary endeavour in Kenya and Tanzania.
Villages of freed slaves were created by missionaries intent on the Christianization of populations and the creation of new societies. Escaped slaves independently found in 4 Christianity a spiritual ideology that met their need for asserting their freedom. 7 Recently
David Maxwell has analysed the freed slaves returning from Angola to Katanga in Congo as new elites creating a missionary role for themselves through their experience of dislocation and their desire for respectability and the trappings of modernity. 8 The dislocation suffered by slaves is understood to have allowed them to accept the new ideas presented by missionary Christianity and encouraged many to become missionaries themselves. Yet the three men presented in this article were not directly connected with slavery.
Bernard Mizeki's martyrdom is commemorated in the Anglican church in Zimbabwe on 18 th June at Nhowe near Harare, the site of his murder. The growth in popularity of pilgrimage to the site prompted renewed interest in Mizeki decades after his death. 9 Originally from Portuguese East Africa, he had already migrated to Cape Town before his conversion to Christianity. In Cape Town there was a sizeable community of fellow 'Mozbiekers' some of whom had been trafficked as slaves. They were frequently sought by explorers and missionaries as guides and interpreters in their areas of origin, and were considered to be linguistic and cultural experts. 10 and speaker of the 'purest' Shona. The five men lived together and spent five hours a day at translation, 'Every word in the grammar and its pronunciation has to be passed by [Kapuiya] before it is allowed to exist.' 15 A close working relationship was established in which the youngest and least educated of the team had the final word on the task at hand, and in which
Mizeki was considered to be the most adept outsider. The purpose was to render the Scriptures into a form of Shona which would communicate grammatically and idiomatically across its various dialects, thus transmitting a message, considered to be of universal significance by the translation team. In the process a new, local text emerged. The international team were working intimately together on a task perceived to aid the Shona people, by making accessible an ancient text from a different cultural and geographical milieu from that of any of the translators.
Belief in the transnational nature of biblical texts and church creeds was embedded in these early encounters but so was an expectation of the local cultural reformulations, as illustrated by the daily routine of SPG clergy and catechists. Accounts by Revd Pelly two years later at 'Bernard's Station' show a timed programme framed by communal prayer: breakfast at 8am was followed by matins, then Mizeki and Ziqubu worked in the gardens for their subsistence or on buildings until 11.30 when they joined the translations team; at 1pm prayers were held until lunch at 1.30pm; the afternoons were spent visiting kraals until evensong at 6.30pm, followed by tea at 7pm. From 7.45pm to 9.30pm the school was in session, comprising of a 'lesson', catechism and the tonic solfa system of singing. 16 The SPG-generated accounts note the points at which the lives of Christian Europeans and Africans met and their collaboration on the kind of common missionary tasks about which supporters in the UK would expect to read. They are less fulsome in their reporting of the relationships between catechists and the Shona amongst whom they lived. 23 His knowledge of the area gained in missionary itinerations was offered for military service.
The mission which had been established in order to escape colonial interference found itself entangled in it. Mizeki's introduction of novelties associated with white people fell fatally foul of those who rejected white political control and culture. Prophetic spirit-mediums such as Murenga (after whom the war is sometimes called) or Mbuya Nehanda were active in plumbing traditional beliefs and practices to rally support and attack the BSAC, giving assurance of invulnerability to European bullets. They recast the African past and provided a millennial vision of a society without white interference. 24 As a migrant to the Cape Colony, of Christianity which demanded significant rupture from traditional practices but maintained connections with previous theistic belief. 27 In parallel with Kupuiya's weighing of the words of catechists and European missionaries so that they be in Shona idiom or cease to exist, Traders and hunters were already accorded respect as travellers in many of the societies of the region. They were accompanied on the first part of the journey and expected to tell stories of their adventures. Likewise students to Kiungani, catechists and priests were accompanied after a service of communion. Outriders would greet them with gun-fire to announce their arrival and thanksgiving prayers were offered. 40 Consonant with UMCA's Tractarianinfluenced church practice some of Kamungu's travels were liturgically focused: he first travelled the 30 miles to Likoma from Chia for intensive catechism prior to baptism. As a reader and deacon he was sent to Lungwena area on the south-east of Lake Nyasa and he was obliged to make extra journeys to receive the Eucharist. Once he was ordained priest he took a carrying altar round five stations every month in the area around Nkhotakota, on the western side of the Lake Nyasa. Conversion provided new reasons for travel, modified rituals to ensure its safety and communal appeal and new paraphernalia with which to travel. wrote three short biographies which formed the basis for children's books and missionary pamphlets. 49 The missionary tropes of pioneering work, exploring 'virgin fields' and 'pushing frontiers' are apparent in biographies of his life as he encounters exotic and 'dangerous' peoples in 'dark' and remote lands beyond the snow-capped Ruwenzori
Mountains. Stories of his early sojourns in Mboga recount personal sacrifices and threats to his life. 50 Depicted as a remote and risky place, Mboga was, at the turn of the century, a thriving trading post of ivory and rubber to which other Ganda travelled on business.
Missionary trajectories were not simply about distance, but about cultural and linguistic traverses, depicted as challenging and heroic. Secondly, the examination of mobility in the lives of the three men gives some insight into the appeal of Christianity as well as the trajectories of its dissemination and would repay further comparative scrutiny. Mizeki was a migrant before conversion, whereas Kamungu and Kivebulaya seemed to have travelled largely as result of being accepted to work for a missionary society. Along with fellow Nyasa and Ganda, they both experienced societal upheaval and, in travelling, they remade their cultural identities, finding in Christianity an opportunity to trim away some customary particularities, including the expectation to marry and have children. Becoming a missionary of necessity meant becoming a migrant. In theories of conversion in Sub-Saharan Africa, migration, whether through slavery or trading interests, has often been considered to be a significant factor in the process. JDY Peel, in examining the conversion of the Yoruba from orisa cults to Christianity, notes the conversion of migrant traders whose social experience expanded once they left their own towns and who required a religion of increased social scale to respond to new circumstances rather than the cults that were peculiar to their locality. 59 Thirdly, the journeys taken by Mizeki, Kamungu and Kivebulaya were always connected with a hub from which they were sent out. Their trajectories were part of an expanding network in which they were on prolonged visitation. Cape Town, Zanzibar and Kampala were metropoles of some longevity; they were trading centres, seats of political power, places of learning and meeting, and they were ethnically and religiously plural. They were all thriving hubs before the arrival of missionary Christianity but were critiqued and reshaped by it. The three African missionaries were themselves shaped by their own metropoles and their connections to it were supportive and significant although their relations to them varied: for example, Kampala was in Kivebulaya's home region and he returned regularly to it. Mizeki was a migrant to Cape Town and did not return to it once he was working among the Shona, although goods and personnel regularly came from it; Zanzibar was for Kamungu the mission and education centre to which he reported occasionally. The three centres were not perceived as refuges but as places of material and spiritual resourcing. Recognizing the development of continental centres of Christianity, and their connection to trade and political power, encourages greater attention to the nature of polyvalent hubs used as missionary bases and the routes of movement to and from them. In attending to the processes of religious encounter and change in and between these hubs, studies may recalibrate the transnational focus of much of recent world history away from attention to influences of the colony upon the metropole and towards events and people acting within a multi-sited colony who understood transnational networks as signs of a wider community which resonated with regional concerns.
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Finally, the examination of trajectories of mobility and the multiplicity of sending-hubs problematizes a focus either on the local or the global. Until recently historiography has prioritized enquiries into an African Christianity that appeared to provide an 'authentic,'
indigenous, African, religious expression, by self-consciously adapting local forms of belief and practice. In contrast mission Christianity was regarded suspiciously as being associated with a hegemonic imperialism. 65 The Bible translation work and the relocation and 
